(1) also ignore many other models that do not rely on these assumptions yet arrive at similar predictions. These other models variously include conformist transmission and explore these processes using nonnormal distributions, discrete traits, networks, etc. (2, 5). Of course, no one expects demographic/ population variables to be the only things that matter; cultural packages related to clothing or housing, for example, will vary with latitude for reasons unrelated to demographics, risk, or mobility.
Vaesen et al.
(1) are correct that these models assume that at least some individuals can sometimes assess the relative success or payoffs of different traits or individuals, but they are incorrect in claiming that there is little evidence for such learning. First, they ignore a vast body of laboratory evidence showing that infants, children, and adults use cues of success, skill, or competence in learning (2, 6). Second, Vaesen et al. (1) also ignore work showing that (i) Hadza and Ache foragers acquire cultural information obliquely from broad networks (7) Vaesen et al.
(1) ignore laboratory tests of these models (2). Using novel learning tasks, several experiments show how group size and interconnectedness influence the accumulation of skill, know-how, and complexity, and some demonstrate the "Tasmanian effect" (8) . If the models are so poor, it is peculiar that they have withstood multiple experimental tests by independent researchers. Vaesen et al. cite studies by Collard and coworkers (refs. 67, 70, 72, 73, 75 , and 79 in ref. 1) that do not find a significant relationship between census population sizes and complexity. However, the theory explicitly predicts that it is the size of the population that shares information-the effective cultural population size (3)-that matters, and if there is extensive contact between local or linguistic groups, there is no reason to expect census population size to correspond to the theoretically relevant population (2). Inappropriately, Collard and coworkers used highly interconnected populations, and make no effort to measure these interconnections or deal with the conceptual problems of using census estimates (refs. 67, 70, 72, 73, 75 
